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Brands That Move: Creating breakthrough brands that transform 
organizations from 
the inside out.



Outline/Agenda

1. Discover the importance of brand and its various roles in bringing organizations together and propelling 
them forward.

2. Understand our approach, frameworks and tools we used to strategize/position our brand and help it come 
to life and transform 
our organization.

3. Uncover opportunities at your own organization to use brand in new ways, to apply some of the concepts 
to your existing approach and to continue to elevate your brand and its relevance internally and externally.



The value of 
a brand



What is a brand?



▪ External focus

▪ Marketing label

▪ End of the value chain

From

Static brands

▪ Translator

▪ Unifier

▪ Connector

▪ Identity

▪ Transformer

Dynamic brands
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Unifier



Connector



Identity



Transformer



Dynamic brands
create a mindset



Our Story





Unlock the potential
of integration



Translate



Translate

Unify
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Unify



Translate
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What we learned about launching 
a dynamic brand

Engaging stakeholders 

is key

Launching a brand is not a single 

point in time

Co create and integrate across the 

organization

Launch the new brand inside out 



The Future



For Corewell Health





For your organization

Key Take Away Questions

▪ What role does your brand play within your organization?

▪ Do senior leaders have a good understanding of the value of brand?

▪ Does your internal team know and connect with your brand?

▪ Is your brand evolving to be relevant with your changing organization?

▪ Are there partners across your organization who can help you embed brand?

▪ How do you see this framework helping you create a dynamic brand?



Translate

Connect

Transform

Unify

Identity



What if…



Questions?

Please be sure to complete the session evaluation!



Jeremy Harper

Chief Marketing and Experience Officer

Jeremy leads several teams at Corewell Health, including insights and analytics, consumer marketing, consumer experience, 
corporate and internal communications, and community relations.

Jeremy has a strong track record in consumer understanding, brand strategy, marketing, and communications, which dovetails with 
the health care industry’s increasing focus on consumerism. He leads with a focus on driving clarity, building a strong culture, and 
encouraging and developing innovative solutions in view of the latest challenges and opportunities. He is passionate about making 
health care and coverage better for the communities Corewell Health serves and the people who make it all possible.



Holly Sullivan

VP Brand and Marketing

Holly leads the strategy and execution of all aspects of system brand and oversees the use of brand and the connection of culture and 
experience to brand across all regions. Her team is responsible for developing and executing strategic marketing across all service lines 
and programs translating business strategy in a relevant way to consumers to drive business performance and grow brand loyalty. She 
has nearly 25 years of strategy, business development and marketing experience.



Mark Baas

President

With over 20 years of experience in brand building and storytelling Mark has done work for Adidas, Ford, Microsoft, and Corewell Health 
as well as a few of his favorite local organizations like Charity Water, Bethany and Tekton.

His endless curiosity and unique perspective have led to award-winning work with millions of views from a global audience. He brings big 
ideas and has the ability to identify complex problems and articulate clear and compelling solutions. 
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